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Abstract
Significant developments in literary, religious and linguistic formalizations took a shape during the transition from Sangam (c. 3rd BCE to 5th CE) to medieval period (c. 6th BCE to 17th CE) in Tamil region. A major shift from a fully secular and disciplinary type of textual tradition to religious and philosophical type of tradition on the one hand and a revamp of the Tamil language from a very conservative and word level structure into a more complex and agglutinative type of language on the other hand took place almost concurrently during the medieval period. The Tamil language use in the context of both Sangam as well as the religious literature during the medieval period constructs a number of ubiquitous dichotomies such as simple vs. complex language; secular vs. religious; indigenous vs. foreign and so on. These dichotomies, thus, become the objects of study from the point of view of posing such questions like what caused such a change, historically when and how it happened and a related others. Along these lines of thought, this seminar intends to explore these inquiries in the context of both literary and linguistic developments that took place during the post Sangam and medieval periods. We will draw texts from both Sangam as well as medieval Tamil and investigate in detail as to how they differ from each other both connotatively as well as linguistically mainly to identify the trajectories of changes that took place during the transition from one to the other.
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